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Introduction
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• Microfinance: double mission; microfinance institutions (MFIs); mitigated impact  (Guérin et al., 2018)

• Two important evolutions: 

- Commercialization and competition (McIntosh & Wydick, 2005)

- Regulation has intensified ; interest rate caps (Ferrari et al., 2018)

Aims of the paper

- Understanding the effect of caps on the poverty level reached by MFIs

- How does competition influence this relationship? Is there an interaction?  



Interest rate caps and microfinance
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• MFIs ≠ commercial banks→ regulation must be adapted

• Interest rate caps socially counterproductive (Latortue, 2004; Campion et al., 2010; Attuel-Mendès & Ashta, 2015) 

Poor, excluded
clients

Mission drift 
(larger loans)

Tiny loans / 
different, costlier
business model

Higher rates
Often too low

caps jeopardize
sustainability

• Although a priori « good » intentions, caps would exacerbate financial exclusion

Rationale:

➔ H1 : MFIs facing interest rate caps provide larger loans on average



Competition and microfinance: ambiguous outcomes

• Detrimental effects:

- Deterioration of « cross-subsidization » (Morduch, 1999)

- Information asymetry (McIntosh et al., 2005) → loosening of terms→ risky behaviors (Navajas et al., 2003)

- Smaller/socially oriented MFIs have less economies of scale→ competition may force them to go out (Kar & Swain, 2018)

• Still, other effects of competition:

- Competition→MFIs and/or clients pay more attention to repayments→ limit undesired behaviors (Vogelgesang, 2003)

- Competition from purely commercial actors pushes MFIs in niche (poorer) markets (Vanroose & D’Espallier, 2013)
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➔ H2a : Competition amplifies the effect of interest rate caps on the average loan size 

➔ H2b : Competition attenuates the effect of interest rate caps on the average loan size 



Research design: hypotheses and model
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H1

H2bH2a

(H1) (H2a/H2b)

What relationship between
caps and the average loan

size?

Is there a combined effect of 
competition and caps? Is there an 

interaction? 

Regressions with
fixed effects

(Hausman, 1978)
and time 
dummies

Common firm-level
and country-level

controls



Measuring competition

« Organization-
based » approach

Firm-level approach→ Analyzing

firm performance or behavior

(margins, elasticities…)

Lerner Index (LI)

« Structural » approach

Market-level approach→ Analyzing market

structure to apprehend competition

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI)
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Main approach Robustness checks

« Structural » approach

# of MFIs

in the market



Data
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Global Microscope on Financial 
Inclusion + desk research + 

direct field contacts

- Country-level data

- Microfinance regulation (caps)

Microfinance Information 
Exchange (MIX Market)

- MFI-level data

- Largest initiative in microfinance

- Average Loan Size (ALS)

- Other variables on MFIs

World Bank’s Open Data

- General economic data (GDP, etc.)

• Final dataset of 986 MFIs from 73 countries over 2015-2018 (2588 observations), and consolidated out of:  



Descriptive statistics and preliminary tests
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Results 
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Results • H1 confirmed: MFIs facing rate caps 
are tempted to offer larger loans

→ Caps exacerbate financial exclusion
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• H2a confirmed: Competition
amplifies the exclusion effect of caps

→ Additional pressure from competitors ; 
deterioration of cross-subsidization

→ Competition encourages efficiency and 
pushes small operators (NGOs) out, while
they are already fragilized by the cap

• Moderation/interaction effect
significant for almost the whole
spectrum of HHI and LI 

• Robustness: on dependent (ALS adj. 
with GNI and without adj.) and 
independent (Lerner Index; #MFIs) 
variables; Davidson-MacKinnon 
endogeneity test



Conclusion 
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• Microfinance has become a more mature industry but has also generated critics➔ regulation and market dynamics have 

evolved➔ Questionning regulation and market structures/dynamics is nowadays key

• Aims

- Understanding the effect of caps on the financial inclusion of the poorest

- How does competition influence this relationship? → adopting a more systemic approach

• Contributions – Main results

- Confirming the detrimental effects of caps on financial inclusion 

- Competition amplifies this detrimental effect of caps → importance of considering market conditions for regulatory decision-

making, especially in sensitive industries



Thanks for your attention!


